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It has been proved by the first author that the number of factors of length k in any paperfolding 
sequence is equal to 4k once k > 7. We prove here that for every integer k, there exists a set of integers 
gk of cardinality 4k for k>7 such that the factors of length k of any paperfolding sequence are 
exactly the factors beginning at the places indexed by the integers in gk: this gives a “bijective” proof 
of the result mentioned above. Then we give an explicit uniform linear upper bound for the 
recurrence function of paperfolding sequences. Finally, we study the set of all factors of all 
paperfolding sequences, evaluating their number for a given length, and studying the language of 
these words. 
1. Introduction 
A factor of length k of an infinite sequence u = (u(~t)),~ 1with values in the set A is 
a word on A occurring as u(n)u(n+ 1) ... u(n+ k- 1) for some index n. 
The study of the factors of infinite sequences was initiated by Thue [33, 343. This is 
now a classical part of combinatorics on words, which is used in theoretical computer 
science, number theory, symbolic dynamics, group theory, physics, . . . 
One of the questions in this field is the computation of the complexity function P,, of 
a sequence U: P,,(k) is defined as the number of factors of length k in the sequence U. 
This function can be a very simple one: the complexity of a periodic sequence is 
ultimately constant (moreover the condition P,(n) < n for a single integer n implies that 
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the sequence u is ultimately periodic, see [ 151 for instance), Sturmian sequences can be 
defined as sequences having a complexity function satisfying P&)=n+ 1 for every 
n 3 1 (see [25,26], see also [ 15]), (2n + 1)-sequences have been studied by Arnoux and 
Rauzy [9] and (2n)-sequences have been studied by Rote [29]. The generalization of 
Sturmian sequences to the multidimensional case has been treated by Arnoux et al. 
(see PII. 
On the other hand the complexity of sequences generated by finite automata (see 
[14], see also [32]) satisfies P,,(n)= O(n). The case of the celebrated Thue-Morse 
sequence has been studied in [12,17], its complexity function P is given (for m> 3) by 
P(m) = 
6.2*-l +4p if O<p<2’-‘, 
8.2’-‘+2p if L?-‘<pg2’, 
where r and p are uniquely determined by the equation m = 2’ + p + 1, 0 < p 9 2’. 
For another example (the generalized Rudin-Shapiro sequences introduced in [S]) 
one can read [7], and for general automatic sequences one can read [32]. 
In [3] the first author studied the case of paperfolding sequences. These sequences 
are obtained by repeatedly folding a piece of paper, according to an arbitrary 
sequence of folding instructions (see [ll, 16,231; a more precise definition will be given 
below) and their complexities have the surprising properties: 
_ the complexity function is the same for all paperfolding sequences, 
- this complexity function has the very simple form P,,(k) = 4k, Vk 2 7. 
The method in [3] uses the definition of paperfolding sequences as Toeplitz 
sequences (see below). Once the result is known, it is very appealing to search for 
a “bijective” proof, indeed to find a bijection between the sets of factors of given length 
for, say, the regular paperfolding sequence and any other paperfolding sequence, and 
then to deduce the general case from the easy case of the regular paperfolding 
sequence (this sequence is 2-automatic, and hence its complexity function can be 
obtained by standard techniques). 
In this paper we give something which resembles the desired bijection, but the 
method gives also the complexity function, without even studying directly the case of 
regular paperfolding. More precisely we construct a family (L??& of subsets of N, such 
that 
l card .cP~ =4k, 
l the factors of length k of any paperfolding sequence beginning at the indices in 
,!zP~ are all its factors of length k (in particular, they occur exactly once if k 2 7). 
This property can be seen as a “synchronization” of the factors of paperfolding 
sequences. 
In the second part of this paper we prove that there exists a uniform linear bound 
for the recurrence functions of all paperfolding sequences: any factor of length >44k 
of a paperfolding sequence contains all the factors of length k of this sequence. 
The last part of the paper is devoted to the study of the language of all the factors of 
all paperfolding sequences. 
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2. Some definitions and notations 
A recursive definition of paperfolding sequences is: the sequence (u(n)),,> 1 is a 
paperfolding sequence if and only if 
u(4n+l)=O (resp. l), Vln30, 
u(4n + 3) = 1 (resp. 0), Vn 3 0, 
(u(2n)), a I is a paperfolding sequence. 
Note that our paperfolding sequences are indexed by N* = (1,2, . . . }, which is 
slightly different from the definition in [3], where they are indexed by N = (0, 1,2, . }. 
An alternative way of obtaining these sequences is to view them as Toeplitz 
sequences (see [20]; a general survey of Toeplitz sequences can be found in [4]). Given 
an infinite binary sequence f= (f(n)),,> o (sequence of “folding instructions”), one 
defines the paperfolding sequence uf = (am),, ,i with folding instructions f by 
successively “filling holes” (we use the notation X = 1 -x): 
Step 1: One writes down the sequence (f(0)f(O))m at the odd places, which gives 
f(O)* f(0) l f(0) l f(O)* f(O)* f(0). .... 
Step 2: One writes down the sequence (f(l)f(l))” at the odd holes, which gives 
and so on. The limit obtained after an infinite number of steps is the sequence us. 
In particular if f is the constant sequence (0), one obtains the regular paperfolding 
sequence, which begins by 
001001100011011~~~. 
One can also note that changing O’s in l’s and l’s in O’s in a paperfolding sequence 
gives another paperfolding sequence. The following lemma will be useful. 
Lemma 2.1. If us =(u,(n)),> 1 is the paperfolding sequence associated with the folding 
instructions J; then 
Vm, j>O, ~,(2~(23’+ l))=j+f(m) (mod 2). 
Proof. This is easily done by induction on m. 0 
In what follows we will make use of the following notations: let u=(~(n)),,, be 
a sequence taking its values in a finite set (alphabet). For kg 1, we define 
- the set offactors ofu oflength k, FJk)={u(n)u(n+ l)... u(n+k- 1); nB l}, and the 
complexity of u, p,,(k) = card PU( k), 
- the set of o-factors of u of length k, Ft(k)=(u(2n+l)u(2n+2)...u(2n+k); n30}, 
and the odd complexity of u, pz( k) = card 9:(k). 
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~ the set of e-factors of u of length k, F:(k) = (u(2n)u(2n + 1) ... u(2n + k - 1); n > l}, 
and the even complexity of u, p:(k) = card 9 z(k). 
Moreover, if X is a subset of N and a and b are two integers, we denote by aX + b 
the set {an + b, EX}. 
3. The main theorem 
Using the above notations, we can now state our first theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 9; and SE be two families of subsets of N defined, for k> 1, as 
follows: 
P”lc2N+l, 9;c2fV*, 
card 9; = card 9’; = 2; 
for any paperfolding sequence u, 
card{u(n); neP)ol}=card{u(n); nEP’,)=2, 
Vkkl, !?&=2(P~uP~)-l and P)e2k=2(P;u9);), 
Vk> 1, cP&+ 1 = 2(P~u!Y~)-l and 9’;k+I=2(Y~+IuP~+1). 
Then, for all k > 1, for all CIE (0, e}, and for any paperfolding sequence u, one has 
card Sl: = p:( k), 
card{u(n)u(n+l)...u(n+k-I), ngY{}=pE(k). 
As a consequence, taking for instance 9’; = { 1,3) and 9; = {2,6), and checking that, 
for any paperfolding sequence u, p:(l) =p:(l) = 2, one has for any paperfolding sequence 
u, and any integer k> 1: 
p:(2k) = 4k, p:(2k) = 4k, 
p:(2k + 1) = 4k, pE(2k+ 1)=4(k+ 1). 
Proof. We prove this result by induction on k. 
- For k = 1, there is nothing to prove. For the forthcoming choice of the sets 9; and 
9;, one checks that for any paperfolding sequence u, one has {u(l), u(3)} = {f (0), 
f(O)}=(O, l}, and {u(2),~(6)}={f(l),f(l)}=(O, l}, hence pXl)=Z pW)=Z and 
9’; = { 1,3} and 9; = {2,6} satisfy the desired properties. 
Note that one can choose any four integers CI, fi, y, 6 and define 97 = (4~ + 1,4fi + 3) 
and P; = (8y+ 2,86 + 6). This gives actually all possible sets 9’; and 9’;. 
- Let us suppose that we proved the result for every j< 2k, where k > 1 and let us 
prove it for 2k and 2k+ 1: given a paperfolding sequence ~4~ with folding instruc- 
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tions f; and an integer n 3 0, the factor 
uJ(2n + l)uf(2n + 2) ... uf(2n + 2k) 
is equal to 
((n+f(O))mod2)u&+ I)(@+ 1 +f(O))mod 2) ... 
((n + k - 1 +f(O)) mod 2)usr(n + k), 
where the sequence Sf is the shifted sequence (Sf(n)),ao =(f(n)),> 1. 
Hence, an element of 9:(2k) occurring in u at the index 2n+ 1 is obtained 
~ either by writing the prefix of length k of the word (f(O)f(O))” at its odd places, and 
a word of the set F:,,(k) at the even places (if n is even); 
~ or by writing the prefix of length k of the word (f(0)j”(O))k at its odd places, and 
a word of the set P,&(k) at the even places (if n is odd). 
As these two types of elements are different (the first letter being either f(0) or 
f(O)), one deduces that 
&(2k)=G,(k)+p:,(k)> 
and that the set y& = 2(9; u PP;) - 1 has the desired properties (of course Pgn 9; is 
empty). 
In exactly the same way one looks then at 
- the factors us(2n)us(2n+ 1) ... u,(2n+2k- l), which gives p:f(2k)=p:S,(k)+p:S,(k) 
and 6?$k=2(g;u&); 
- the factors uf(2n+ l)us(2n+2) ... uf(2n+2k+ l), which gives pZ),(2k+ l)=p&,(k) 
+p:,,(k) and g&+r =2(Y’;uPE)-- 1; 
_ the factors uf(2n)uf(2n+ 1) ... uf(2n+2k), which gives p:,(2k+ l)=pzs,(k+ l)+ 
pEsf(k+l) and ~&+l=2(?;+l~~‘;+l). 0 
Now, before proving our main theorem, we need a lemma. We state a more general 
result than needed here, as we will use it later on (note that the case u = u in the lemma 
below has already been proved in [3]). 
Lemma 3.2. Let uf and ug be two paperfolding sequences (with folding instructions 
f and g), and let g:,(k) and PEP(k) be dejined as above; then 
t’k>7, F:,(k)n9&(k)=@ 
Proof. Suppose for instance that 
then this can be written 
((m+f(O))mod2)u&n+ l)...=~,(n)((n+g(O))mod2)...; 
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hence, putting a = ((m +f(O)) mod 2), 
this factor is of length L( k + 1)/2J 3 4, hence it suffices to prove that no factor a&G can 
occur in a paperfolding sequence ug. However, this is clear, as for any paperfolding 
sequence ug, and any integer n, one has u,(2n + 1) = (n + g(0)) mod 2, which implies that 
u,(2n- 1) and u,(2n+ 1) are always different. 0 
We can now prove our main theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Define a family of subsets of N as follows: 
.CF’l=~‘“lu~‘“,, 
where the sets 97 and 9’1 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1 (for instance one can 
take P1=(1,2,3,6}), 
Vk> 1, ~~k=(2.Pk-1)u2~~ and 9~k+l=(2~~-l)u2~k+l. 
Let u be a paperfolding sequence. We recall that p,,(k) is the number of factors of 
length k in the sequence u. Then 
Vk> 1, card9$=4k, 
Vk>7, card{u(n)u(n+l)...u(n+k-l), nECJ$}=p,(k)=4k. 
Proof. The proof is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 (note that 
.c?~ =9; u 9”; and that this union is disjoint as 9; is included in 2N and 9;: is included 
in 2fV+l). 0 
Remarks. (i) Theorem 3.3 says how one can find the different factors of a paperfold- 
ing sequence. Moreover, as the positions given are universal (independent of the 
paperfolding sequence one considers), they can be seen as a sort of “synchronization”. 
Note that Theorem 3.1 says the same thing about o-factors and e-factors. 
(ii) what is the “best” choice for PI? One wants the elements in the 9$‘s to be small: 
defining for any integer k > 1 the quantities Mk = max Pkk, mk = min Pk, and H(k) as the 
element in Z such that 2H’k)< k< 2H(k)+ ‘, one can prove 
As all possible choices for PI are the sets (4~ + 1,4fi + 3,8y + 2,86 + 6} with CC, /3, y 
and 6 four integers (see the proof of Theorem 3.1), the minimal value of Mk is obtained 
for (and only for) PI = (1,2,3,6} and PI = {2,3,5,6}. The first choice gives rather 
simple sets Pk (see below). The other choice gives actually the minimal value of the 
diameters Mk - mk and will be used in Section 5. 
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4. Some more properties of the sets Yk 
We give here some equivalent definitions - or properties - of the sets C&, in the case 
where !Y1 = { 1,2,3,6}. 
(1) Let us first recall the definition 
9?=(1,2,3,6}, 
Vkk31, 9’Zk=(2Y~-l)u2~~ and 9Zk+l =(29$-- l)u29+, . 
(2) An explicit expression for 9$: 
gp1= { 1,2,3,6}, 
for k > 2, 9$ is the union of the following five intervals (in increasing order): 
~~=[lr3~2H~k~]u[5~2H~k~-k+1,4~2H~k~]u[6~2H~k~-k+1,6~2H~k~]u 
[12~2H’k’-k+l,11~2H(k)]u[13~2H(k)-k+l,12~2H(k)], 
where H(k) is the element of Z defined by 2H(k) < k,< 2H(k)+1. 
These five intervals are disjoint (some of them being possibly reduced to a single 
point) if k is not a power of 2, and this union can be written as the union of two disjoint 
intervals when k = 2”: 
~~,=[1,3~2”]~[5~2”+1,6~2”]. 
The proof is easily done by induction. 
Remark. An unexpected consequence of this explicit expression of the 9$‘s is that, 
definingz(k)asz(k)=3.2 H(k) if k is not a power of 2, and ~(2”) = 3 .2”‘, then, for k 3 7, 
the jirst z(k) factors of length k of any paperfolding sequence are difSerent. 
What is the best way to compute the sets gkk? One can use the formula above, one 
can also construct yk step by step by computing !?k from gk+ 1, which is pretty easy, as 
shown below. A last possibility will be given in (4). 
(3) How to deduce &+I from pkk? 
- It is easy to deduce from the recursive definition of the set q,+ that, for every kZ 1, 
One has pkcyk+l. 
~ Putting &k=&+k+ l\9k, one checks easily that Vk> 1, one has &!,k =24k and 
&d Zk+ 1 =2&fk- 1. This allows us to compute quickly the Yk’s; one obtains 
PI= Cl, 31 u {6}, 
YZ=[1,6]u[11,12], 
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C%=[1,24]u[41,48], 
(4) Generating the sets P,+ by finite automata. As one might suspect from the very 
definition of the sets Ykk, it is possible to construct them with a (bidimensional) 
2-automaton. A 2-automaton is essentially a “machine” which constructs the nth term 
of a sequence from the binary expansion of n (see the survey [2] for the one- 
dimensional case, and see [30] and [31] for the multidimensional case). The following 
result can be used to compute the sets Ykk, but it has also a theoretical interest. 
Proposition 4.1. Let (_&(n)), (k3 1, n3 1) be the characteristic function of the set Pkk, 
defined by fk(n) = 1 if nE$,, and fk(n) = 0 otherwise. Then the double sequence (fk(n)),. 
is 2-automatic. 
Proof. Define as above -c9k = Yk+ l\Pk for k 3 1, and ,c40 = PI, and let xk be the 
characteristic function of the set SZ?‘~. As the ~2,‘s are pairwise disjoint (the Pkk)s form an 
increasing sequence of sets), and as c&= u,, j~<k_l &j, one has 
h(n)= 1 xj(n)= 1 Xj(n)mod2. 
OQj<k-1 O<j<k-1 
It is easy to check that the double sequence (fk(n)),,, is 2-automatic if and only if the 
double sequence (Xk(n))k,n is 2-automatic. Now, as -02, is included in N*, we define 
a new family of subsets of N by 
Let x; be the characteristic function of the set SZ’~;, hence xb(n)=Xk(n+ l), and it is 
sufficient to prove that the double sequence (X;(n))k,n is 2-automatic. 
To show that a double sequence (a(k, n))k,n with values in (0, l} is 2-automatic, one 
has to prove (see [30]) that there exists a finite set of sequences Y included in (0, l}“’ 
such that 
_ the sequence (a(k, n)k,n) belongs to 9, 
~ for every sequence (x(k,n)),,, belonging to 9, the four sequences (x(2k,2n)),,., 
(x (2k+ 1,2n))k,,, (x(2k,2n+ I))+ and (x(2k+ 1,2n+ 1))k.n also belong to 9. 
However, the equalities 
imply 
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which gives 
&(24=0, &(2n+ 1)=&&t), X;k+ 1 P) = xw 
&+1(2n+l)=O, 
and this permits us to construct a set Y as above; indeed Y= {x/,0}. 0 
5. Recurrence function for paperfolding sequences 
Let us recall (see [25,26]) that an infinite sequence u is said to be minimal if, for 
every integer n> 1, there exists an integer Y such that every factor of u of length 
Y contains all the factors of u of length rt. The smallest such Y is denoted by R,(n), and 
the map R, is called the recurrence function of the sequence u. 
Note that R,(n)>p,(n)+n- 1 and that the recurrence function of a nonperiodic 
minimal word satisfies R,(n)32n for every n in N* where the constant 2 is optimal. 
For the study of the recurrence function of infinite sequences generated by morphisms, 
one can read [27]. 
In what follows, we shall prove that the paperfolding sequences are minimal, and 
give an explicit uniform linear upper bound for their recurrence functions. 
We begin with a proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. Let [a, b] be an interval of F& such that, for every paperfolding sequence 
u, the factor u(a)u(a+ 1) ... u(b) contains all the factors of u of length kfor a given k. 
Dejine the integer m by 2” <b < 2mi1. Then every factor of length greater than or equal 
to b-a+2”+* of a paperfolding sequence contains all its factors of length k. 
Proof. Let u = Up be a paperfolding sequence with sequence of instructions f; 
Vi,j>O, u(2’(2j+l))=f(i)+jmod2. 
For any r b 0, one has 
u(2’(2j+ 1)+r2i+2)=u(2i(2(j+2r)+ 1)) 
=f(i)+(j+2r)mod2 
=f(i)+jmod2 
= u(2’(2j+ 1)). 
Let ia0. Any nt2’+’ can be written as 2p(2j+ 1) for some j, p with p<i. Hence, for 
n<2’+‘, one has 
VrBO u(n)=u(n+r2’+*). 
Now, if m is the smallest integer i for which b < 2’+‘, one has 
Vr30 u(a)u(a+ l)...u(b)=u(a+r2”+*)u(a+ 1 +r2”+2)...u(b+r2m+2). 
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Hence, every factor u(a+r2”+‘) ... ~(b+r2”+~) contains all the factors of u of length 
k. Now, denote by I, the interval of integers [a + r2m+2, b + r2”‘+2]. These intervals all 
have the same length independent of r, and the distance between I, and I,, 1 is also 
independent of r. Moreover, one has b-a + 2”t2 3 2b > b. Hence, every interval of 
integers of length greater than or equal to (max I,, I - min I,) = b-a + 2m+2 contains 
at least one of the intervals I,, which concludes the proof of the proposition. 0 
Theorem 5.2. Let H(k) be defined, for k> 1, by 2 H(k) < k < 2H(k)+ i. Then the recurrence 
function of any paperfolding sequence u satisfies, 
Vk>l, R,(k)<44.2H(k)-2W(k+1)+k-2. 
In particular, one has, for any paperfolding sequence u and any k> 1, 
R,(k) < 44k. 
Proof. Following remark (ii) after Theorem 3.3 one takes g1 = {2,3,5,6}. Then 
maxgk= 12.2H(k) and min9k=2H(k+1)+ 1. 
Hence, taking a=2 H”‘+l)+l and b=12.2 H(k)+ k - 1 and noting that the smallest 
i for which b<2i+1 IS m = H(k) + 3, one can apply Proposition 5.1, which gives 
R,(k)<44.2H(k)-2H(k+1)+k-2. 
To get the bound 44k, it is sufficient to note that H is increasing. Hence, 
R,(k)d43.2 H’k’+k-2<44k. 0 
6. The paperfolding words 
In this section we shall address the question of studying all paperfolding words (i.e. 
all factors of all paperfolding sequences). This question arises in particular from the 
corresponding question for the Sturmian words: the definition of an infinite Sturmian 
sequence has been recalled in the introduction, a (finite) word is called Sturmian if it is 
a factor of a Sturmian sequence. These words have been studied by Dulucq and 
Gouyou-Beauchamps [lS] and by Mignosi [24] (see also [lo]). The number of 
Sturmian words of length k is equal to 
1+ i (k-i+ l)cp(i), 
i=l 
where cp is the Euler function, and the set of all the Sturmian words is a noncontext- 
free language, whose complement is ambiguous context-free. 
We shall give here the number of paperfolding words of given length, prove that 
their language is not context-free (note that a slightly different proof has been given 
recently by Lehr [21]). We have been unable yet to prove (or disprove!) that the 
complement of this language is context-free, but we shall give a proof that its 
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generating function is transcendental (hence if this complement is context-free, it is 
ambiguous context-free). 
In what follows we shall denote by 9Y( k) the set of all paperfolding words of length 
k, by W”(k) the set of all paperfolding words of length k starting at an odd position in 
a paperfolding sequence, and by W”“(k) the set of all paperfolding words of length 
k starting at an even position in a paperfolding sequence; in other words, 
%P”“( k) = { u(2n + 1) ... u(2n + k); n 30; u paperfolding sequence}, 
W’(k)= {u(2n) ... u(2n + k- 1); n 3 1; u paperfolding sequence}, 
-w^( k) = {u(n) ... u(n + k - 1); n 3 1; u paperfolding sequence] 
=W”(k)uW”(k). 
We also define: 
h”(k)=card W”(k), 
h’(k)=card?P”‘(k), 
h(k)=cardw(k). 
Our first tool is a lemma partially proved above. 
Lemma 6.1. For k> 7, one has W”(k)n W-“(k)=@, hence, for k>7, one has 
h(k) = h”(k) + h”(k). Moreover: 
%Q-“(l)n~~~(l)=“?VO(l)=V~(l)=?V(l)={O,l}, 
9P(2)n%~‘(2)==“K0(2)=~~‘(2)=“/V(2)={00,01, 10, ll}, 
W”(3)n W’(3) = W”(3) = {001,011,100,1 lo}, 
“/Y”(4)nYV’(4)= {0011,0110,1001, IlOO}, 
7V”0(5)n9V”‘(5)={00110,01100,10011,11001}, 
~“(6)n~~‘(6)={001100,011001,100110,110011}. 
Hence, 
h(l)=h”(l)=h’(l)=2, 
and for 2 < k < 6, one has 
h(k)=h”(k)+he(k)-4. 
Proof. The first claim has been proved in Lemma 3.2, the second assertion is 
straightforward (by inspection, but it can also be deduced from the proof of the next 
proposition). 0 
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Proposition 6.2. The functions h, h” and h’ dejined above satisfy 
h(l)=h”(l)=h’(l)=2, 
Vk>, 1, h”(2k)=he(2k)=h”(2k+ 1)=2h(k), 
Vk>l, he(2k+ 1)=2h(k; 1). 
Proof. The first assertion is trivial. Then by definition 
h”(2k) = card W”(2k) = card(u(2n + 1) ... u(2n + 2k); 
n >, 0, u paperfolding sequence}. 
However, if f is the sequence of folding instructions of the paperfolding sequence U, 
the word 
u(2n+ 1) . ..u(2n+2k) 
is equal to the word 
((n+f(O))mod2)u’(n+l)((n+l+f(O))mod2)u’(n+2)...u’(n+k), 
where u’ is the paperfolding sequence associated with the sequence of folding instruc- 
tions S” Hence, such a factor is obtained either by writing the prefix of length k of the 
word (0 l)k at its odd places and a factor of the set W(k) at the even places, or by 
writing the prefix of length k of the word (1 O)k at the odd places and a factor of the set 
W(k) at the even places. Hence, h”(2k)=2h(k). 
The other relations are proved in the same way. 0 
We can now compute the values of h. 
Theorem 6.3. 
l The function h satis$es 
Vk34, h(2k)=4h(k), 
Vkk33, h(2k+ 1)=2(h(k)+h(k+ 1)). 
l One has the “explicit” values 
h(l)=2, h(2)=4, h(3)=8, 
and, for k 3 4, 
h(k)=2 m+lk_5.4m-l if 2”<k<2m+2”-‘, 
h(k)=3.2”k-11.4m-1 if 2m+2”~‘~k~2m+2”~‘+2m~2, 
h(k)=2 m+lk-4m if 2m+2m-1+2m-2<k<2m+1. 
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Proof. To prove the first assertion one uses Lemma 6.1 and Proposition 6.2. The 
second assertion is proved using the first assertion and computing by hand the first 
few values of h. 0 
Remarks. (i) One deduces easily from the above explicit values that Vk3 1, 
$k’<h(k)<k’. 
(ii) Writing down explicit values for the functions h” and h’ is straightforward 
using Proposition 6.2. 
(iii) The relations given in the first part of Theorem 6.3 prove that the sequence h is 
2-regular in the sense of [6]. 
Let us now study the language Y = u, ~ o W(k) of all paperfolding words. 
Theorem 6.4. The language 5? = u kzoW(k) of all paperfolding words is not context- 
free (this result has also been proved by Lehr, see [21]). 
The generating series of 9 (and hence the generating series of (0, l}*\Y) is 
a transcendental function. 
Remark. The last assertion implies that, if the language (0, l}*\_Y is context-free, 
then it is ambiguous context-free. By analogy with the language of Sturmian words 
one could imagine that this language is indeed context-free, but we did not succeed in 
proving (or disproving!) this property. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4. We use the pumping lemma for context-free languages (see 
[19] for instance): if _Y were context-free, then, for every sufficiently long word z in 2, 
there would exist a factorization z=uuwxy, with vxfs (where E is the empty word), 
such that Vk 2 1, uuk WX~~E~. Hence, the set of all paperfolding words would contain 
arbitrarily large powers (note that a factor of a paperfolding word is still a paperfold- 
ing word). 
However, it has been proved in [l] that any factor of a paperfolding sequence of the 
form z2 satisfies length(z) d 5, hence a factor of a paperfolding sequence cannot be of 
the form w’ for an integer a> 12 (if w’ is a paperfolding word, with a 3 12, then 
wr2 =(w~)~ is a paperfolding word, with length(w6)36), which gives the desired 
contradiction. 
Let us now study the generating function of 2, say F(X)=Cpl 1 h(k)Xk. Using 
Theorem 6.3, one has 
F(X)= 5 h(k)Xk+ f h(2k+1)XZk+‘+ f h(2k)Xzk 
k=l k=3 k=4 
= ; h(k)Xk+2 f (h(k)+h(k+l))Xzk+l+4 f h(k)XZk. 
k=l k=3 k=4 
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This can also be written as 
XF(X)=2(X+1)~F(Xz)-2Xz(1+2X+2XZ+2X3+2X4+2X5). 
As F is a power series with radius of convergence equal to 1 and with integral 
coefficients, the Polya-Carlson theorem ensures that F is either a rational function or 
a transcendental function with the unit circle as natural boundary (see [28] for 
instance). 
If F were rational, say F=A/B, where A and B are two coprime polynomials in 
Z[X], one would have 
(*) X/l(X)B(X~)=2(X+1)zA(X*)B(X)-2X~(1+2X+2Xz+2X3 
+zX4+2X5)B(X)B(X*). 
Let a = deg(A) and b = deg(B); then 
deg(XA(X)B(X2))=2b+a+ 1, 
deg(2(X+1)*A(X2)B(X))=2+2a+b, 
deg(2X2B(X)B(X2)(1+2X+2X2+2X3+2X4+2X5))=3b+7. 
One first notes that 2 + 2a + b # 3b + 7 (otherwise 2(a - b) = 5, which is impossible). 
Then: 
_ if 2+2a+ b> 3b + 7, which can be written 2a>2b + 5, hence 2a>2b+6, i.e. 
a z b + 3, then relation ( * ) implies 
2b+a+ 1=2+2a+b, hence b=a+ 1, 
which contradicts a > b + 3; 
_ if 2+2a+ b-c3b+7, which can be written 2a<2b+5, hence 2ad2b+4, i.e. 
a<b+ 2, then relation (*) implies 
2b+a+1=3b+7, hence a=b+6, 
which contradicts a <b + 2. 
Finally F cannot be rational, hence it is a transcendental function. 0 
Remark. Let di” be a language such that every factor of a word of 9 is also in 9. Now 
consider the following properties that _Y may have: 
(i) there exists a constant C such that if z* is a word of Y, then length(z) G C; 
(ii) there exists an integer k such that for every word w #E, ~~$9; 
(iii) for every word wfe there exists an integer k= k(w) such that ~~$9. 
It is clear that (i)=$ii)+(iii). To apply the pumping lemma for context-free lan- 
guages to 9, it is sufficient to prove one of the above properties. In the case of the 
language _Y studied above, we used (ii) (itself stated as a consequence of(i)) in a first 
version of this paper. Then we found the recent paper of Lehr [21], whose proof uses 
(iii), but we decided to keep our proof as it gives a more precise property of 
paperfolding words. 
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Final remark. In a paper in preparation the authors address similar questions for the 
generalized Rudin-Shapiro sequences in the sense of [22], the main tool being the 
correspondence between the paperfolding factors and the generalized Rudin-Shapiro 
factors which has been used in [3]. Let us recall that for any paperfolding sequence 
u=(~(n)),~ 1 the sequence ~=(v(n)),,~ defined by 
vn30, u(n)= i u(i)mod2 
i=l 
is a generalized Rudin-Shapiro sequence in the sense of [22]. 
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